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A ｆｏｩｬｬｾｾｌ ｾｬｬｩｔｈｏｄ FOR THE CONSTRUCTION

OF CROSS IMPACT MATRICES

Ray·Hilborn

As resourcescientistsexplore a wider and wider range

of techniquesto test the consequencesof human activity, one

ｴ ･ ｣ ｨ ｮ ｩ ｾ ｵ ･ frequently used is cross impact analysis. This

involves the constructionof a matrix listing all of the im-

ｰ ｯ ｾ ｴ ｡ ｮ ｴ variables in the system under considerationas both

rows and columns. You then designatethat one axis, for instance

the rows, representsthe "impacts upon" list, and the other

axis representsthe "impacts of" list. Proceedingdown the

rows and collL"1lns you repeatedlyask the question "how does

this variable affect the other?" This question can be

answeredin a variety of ways; either by yes or no, or posi-

tively, negatively, or not at all, or some indication of the

magnitudeof the effect may be expresseddependingupon the

use to which the cross impact matrix will be put. We fre-

quently use thesematrices as the first step to building

siflulation models of ecological system. The matrix is used

to isolate the relationshipsbetween variableswhich will

have to be defined in the model. Sometimesthe matrix is an

end in itself; it is used as the data base for a qualitative

simulation or assessmentprocedurewhich can be used to pre-

dict trends or impacts of manipulation of the variables.
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(Kane, 1972; Gallopin, 1974). In these casesany errors in

formulating the cross impact matrix will have effects upon the

final conclusion. The rest of this paperwill be devoted to

these types of situations..

We have found from actual experimentationthat formulating

cross ｩ Ｚ ｾ ｰ ｡ ｣ ｴ matrices is extremely qualitative and the same

person will rarely produce the same matrix on two separate

occasions. Although this is not surprising when considering

systemswhich are poorly understood,it neverthelessseems to

happen just as frequently when dealing with systemsthe

formulator knows well. In a recent experimentone researcher

who had built several simulation models of a lO-variable

system, produced two very different cross impact matrices on

the same day. I believe that this is a product of the mental

?rocedureused to formulate the cross impact matrix, and I

will propose a mental procedurewhich should eliminate this

problem. The usual mental method used when_askinghow does

A affect B, is to ask what effect will there be on B if A

is increasedslightly (or decreasedslightly) -- basically a

mental partial differentiation. The problem stems primarily

froD situations in which A affects B which affects C. If you

ask what effect will a slight increasein A have on C, you

must decide if you will say yes becauseB will go up which

causesC to go up, or if you will say no becausethe action

is mediatedby B. There is general agreementthat you should

take the second choice, "no," but experiencehas shown that

people do not act in this fashion while formulating their matrices.
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I propose that we should redesignour mental method for asking

the questionsby formulating our knowledge as a simulation of

the system and then looking at the equations formulated and

simply copying onto the cross impact matrix the relationships

used in the model. Cross impact analysis is generally used

for situations in which there is insufficient knowledge to

formulate a working simulation model. The functional rela-

tionshi?s are not known, only the general directions and

intensitiesof these relationships. This is not a barrier to

the formulation of the structureof the simulation. You are

simply admitting that you can't guess the parametervalues very

well. I believe that you can almost always actually formulate

the equati?nsto the extent required to pullout the needed

information for a cross impact matrix. Some people may use

this method when they formulate their matrix -- but from

actual experienceI think such casesare rare indeed. From a

plus-minus matrix you can state the simulation functions. The

fact that these differ between sessionsfor the same individual

suggeststhat either the system is poorly understoodor the

proper method was not used.

Xay (1973) has discussedthe use of plus-minus matrices in

food web modelling and assumesthat the formulation follows

the Lotka-Volterra community matrix. This eliminates any

ambiguities becausethe question to be asked when filling in

a location in the matrix is very explicit. In this case it

is, "if X eats Y, then the effect of X on Y is minus; if

Yeats X, then it is plus; and if they compete for limited
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resources,the effect of X on Y is minus." ne is rarely

fortunately enough in environmentalsystems to have such a

simple structure. We hope that the basic structural elements

of the systemwill emerge by formulating the system as a

simulation model.

There are two additional advantages.ofthe procedure. The

processof trying to formulate the systemas a simulation

model is quite useful in defining new statevariableswhich

reduce the complexity of the formulation, and it provides the

basic starting format for actually building a simulation if

the information required about the system is available. The

study of cross impact analysis is in its infancy and one could

argue that it is most useful in situationswhere the informa-

tion about the system is so limited that it is impossible

even to formulate the basic structureof the simulation.

If this is true, I believe that the value of the analysis

would. lie solely in the discussiongeneratedwhile constructing

the matrix and not in the final matrix produced.

I have carefully avoided discussingthe techniquesand merits

of cross impact analysis in general. It is certainly

questionablewhether even the most sophisticatedalgorithms

for prediction from cross impact matrices are useful at all.

If thesematrices are ever to be of use, I believe we must

produce some formal methods for generatingthem.
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